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RISK-TAKERS
BALANCED
REFLECTIVE

Wellbeing
I hope you are all well and staying safe during these very unusual and emotionally demanding
times. As we slowly make our way through these lockdown weeks, I hope you are able to
make some time for yourself and your own wellbeing. I know how incredibly difficult that can
be with children and work commitments, however it is so important that as parents and carers
you are looking after yourselves.
Please also remember it is ok to take some time away from online learning if you think it will
benefit your own mental health or the mental health of your child/ren. It is ok to switch off! If
you feel like you need to do this regularly please reach out to either myself or one of the
Assistant Principals via our area emails so that we can support you.
Below is a link to the raising children’s website that looks at the importance of looking after
yourselves as parents and carers.
https://raisingchildren.net.au/grown-ups/looking-after-yourself/parenting/looking-afteryourself#why-looking-after-yourself-is-important-as-a-parent-nav-title
Here are some self-care tips for parenting during a pandemic…

Triple P Seminars- reminder
If you haven’t already registered for the upcoming Triple P parenting seminars there is still time to do so…
“Power of Positive Parenting”
Want to see more of the behaviour you like and get strategies to help with behaviour you don’t like? Come to a
free online positive parenting seminar on
Tuesday 25 August 2020 at 2.30pm-3.30pm Register Here
OR Thursday 3 September 2020 at 7.30pm-8.30pm Register Here
“Raising Resilient Children”
Want your children to be able to cope better with life’s ups and downs? Come to a free online Raising Resilient
Children Triple P Seminar on
Wednesday 26 August 2020 at 7.30pm-8.30pm Register Here
OR Tuesday 1 September 2020 at 2.30pm-3.30pm Register Here

Kororoit Creek Primary School has a zero tolerance for any form of child abuse

Swimming refund
We will be issuing all of our families swimming refunds, we are just waiting to confirm whether these will be for
term 3 and term 4. Once this has been clarified I will send out the relevant info to our families.
Have a great fortnight.
Stay home and stay safe.
Bethany

Personal Inquiry @ KCPS
Across the school we are implementing a personal inquiry
day for all year levels whilst we undertake remote
learning. A Personal Inquiry is an opportunity for
students to inquire into something that they are
interested in and want to learn more about. Students will
have choice over the questions that guide their inquiry,
along with the way they create and share their learning.
Students work independently, however WebEx meetings
scheduled through the day, along with Seesaw posts
guide them through the process. Students may complete
their inquiry in a day, however it may also run over
several days. Once they have investigated, they will then
share their learning with their peers through the Seesaw
Blog. This presents an exciting opportunity for students to
take ownership over their learning, while applying and
engaging with skills from across all disciplines.
Our Grade 5 students had their first Personal Inquiry day
this week. Below is some of their feedback about the
experience:
“It was a different kind of day that I liked. It was fun to
research something that I am interested in” Tejas
“I liked the freedom and how the topic was something
that was intriguing to us. I hope we can continue doing
this every week” Nethra
“I really enjoyed the day. I was so excited because we got
to inquire into things that we found interesting and is was
good to see everyone’s presentations!” Siena
“It was really fun and it was a chance to think of something else, explore about it and be creative” Victoria
“Amazing idea. Thanks for freeing up our learning” Harrison
Further information about each day for individual year levels will be posted through Compass.

Wellbeing at
KCPS
Over the past two weeks we have continued to explore emotions. It has been great to see the students
becoming more confident in sharing with their class and teachers uncomfortable feelings, their triggers
and possible solutions they have found. We will continue to explore emotions and support students to
develop a ‘Tool Kit’ as a strategy to cope positively with intense emotions.
Mia H16

Here are some examples of our amazing student work:

Brock H13

The Prep and Grade 1 students have been
exploring different emotions and how our
bodies and facial expressions can change
to show our emotions.

Lexi H06

Students in Grade 6 have been exploring the
different ways that they can keep a positive
mindset. Some students created websites and
activity booklets for people to use to assist
with keeping a healthy mind. You can visit the
link below to access

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PbbjKCS_yAbBq5JGIfEuFeVXSZXF9jB/view?usp=sharing

Kaia and Zara H50

Michael (H28)

Harteshvar (H31)

The Grade 3 students have been exploring their personal strengths to support
their Unit of Inquiry. By exploring our strengths we are able to promote a
positive mindset that supports collaboration and a resilient attitude.

Jerix (H32)

Tia (H28)

Isaac H45

Georgia H45

The Grade 4 students have been developing
their vocabulary around emotions and how
they look, feel and sound. Students have been
exploring events that impact these feelings.

What can you do at home:
-

-

Develop your own tool kit that allows students to think
about how they can solve a problem. Is this a problem they
can solve themselves? Do they need to ask for help?
Continue to talk about uncomfortable emotions and how
we can deal with them

Where can I find more information?
https://allplaylearn.org.au/covid-support/

Green Team News!
This week, some of the JNR Green Team Captains were invited to
explore the unique animals kept at SEALIFE in Melbourne. They
chose between getting to know the penguin chicks, watching the
crocodile feeding session and many more. The students were able
to respond to this task however they like. Here is what they came
up with…
Maxine C from H23 in Grade Two labeled an octopus and shared
these fun facts!

Santos B from H12 in Prep drew
and coloured this awesome
stingray and added some
facts he learnt too!

Xavier A from H08
in Grade One shared
some interesting
facts about the
Common Sea Dragon!

The SNR Green Team Captains have been working on their passion
projects and are up to the research stage of their solutions. Here
are some of the incredible responses we received this week…
Hana A from H41 in Grade Five inquired into how to make paper as
a solution to deforestation due to overuse and waste of paper and
cardboard. She synthesized the information she collected and
recorded herself explaining her solution.

Sienna T from H44 in Grade
Four shared her solutions for
how we might encourage
more students at KCPS to
participate in Nude Food
Days!

We are so inspired by the passion our Green Team Captains are
showing towards their role! They have used their own agency to
become inquirers who share their knowledge in a range of creative
ways!
Keep an eye out for what we have to share next week!

____Make sure you check out all the specialist blogs for fun resources you can access at home!____

ART 

Throughout this term Grade two have been developing

knowledge and skills in Mixed Media art. Students have recently been using
household and natural materials to create artworks with. During this time
they have learnt skills such as ripping, cutting and layering a combination of
materials in order to create a refined and detailed mixed media artwork.
This week students have been using materials to create colours and shapes
that they can identify in their favourite animal.

FRENCH 

Well done to all Grade 6 students who have engaged in our French Exhibition

activities so far! We have been inquiring into the natural world and its laws, and investigating the impact the
natural world can have on human societies. Students have researched French speaking countries around the
equator, in the Caribbean, the Indian Ocean and in the Pacific Ocean. We have been looking at how natural
disasters occur and the effects they can have on these island nations. Students have been using French sentence
starters to reflect on their learning and to empathise with survivors of natural disasters.

MUSIC 

During online learning for term 3, the grade two

students have used their imagination to perform two pieces of music, one to a
graphic score and the other to an artwork. This encouraged students to make
connections between music and images along with symbols and the language
associated with the musical elements. Following these two experiences, students
identified and practised ukulele chord shapes to continue developing their fine
motor skills and chord knowledge.
The school has begun preparing for the 2020 Music Count Us In performance of the
song, You Won't Bring Us Down, the grade two students have been learning to sing the lyrics and perform actions.

PE 

The last fortnight in Physical Education has seen students across the school giving the Fun Friday

challenges their all! The most successful challenge we have done so far was last week’s Superstar Star Jump
Challenge which saw a massive increase in participation from Prep all the way to Grade 6! The numbers we achieved
as a community were astounding! As a school we managed to do 68,254 star jumps! Lucy was our winning staff
member who contributed 72 star jumps in 60 seconds to make up the staff total of 441 star jumps. The winning
classes from each year level were;
PREP: H14
ONE: H03
TWO: H19
THREE: H28 FOUR: H47
FIVE: H35
SIX: H50
=1193
=1235
=1330
=1380
=1298
=1430
=1340
A special mention goes out to the grade 2 cohort who contributed the most star jumps overall with 10,716 across
their 9 classes. Well done everyone and we look forward to another successful fortnight ahead!

On Tuesday the 11th of August, our wonderful Grade Prep students participated in their 100 Days of
School celebrations. We had a really exciting day with our online learning and engaged in numerous
activities that connected to the number 100. The students enjoyed writing/drawing about their
favourite part about being in Prep this year, thinking about if they had $100 what they could spend it
on, and most importantly, creating a 100 Days of school project where the students could create
anything they wished linking it to the number 100. The teachers were so impressed with the effort
and thought that was put into creating such fabulous ideas. Throughout the day, each class held a
WebEx meeting where students were able to share their ideas and creations, and celebrate
together. Overall, we had a very successful day and everyone had a smile on their face.
Although our 100 Days Celebration was not as we would normally celebrate, each and every person
put their all into it and the day was one to remember! The Grade Prep teachers could not be more
proud of the students and their families for their dedication, resilience and commitment towards
remote learning and we commend all involved.
Here are just a few of our amazing Prep students 100 Days of School projects:

Chetna H16
H16

Santos H12
William H17

Georgia H15

Grace H13

Ollie H10

Kayla H14

Christian H11

GRADE 1 UPDATE
Here’s what the Grade One’s been up to in the past fortnight…

Plan and short story- Cooper H02

Dress up - Luke H04

Family Portrait - Aicha H04

Picture prompt- Character feelings plan & short story- Micah H04

Character emotions- Athan H02

Daily schedule duration- Ercan H02
Favourite memory- Anya H03

Zehra H02

Grade Two Update!

Alayna
Aria

Noah

In literacy this week the Grade 2’s have continued their work on explanation texts. They have explored the cause and effect within
these texts and were introduced to signal words within reading and writing. Take a look at some of our amazing work from Homeroom
20!

In numeracy we have been focusing on the chance of everyday
events occurring. Students have been describing events by
using key vocabulary such as ‘likely’, ‘unlikely’, ‘certain’ or
‘impossible’. It’s really good to see our students identifying
everyday events and describing the chance of these from
happening. They are justifying their reasoning and sharing their
responses to their teachers. Check out the work in H25….. Can
you think of event that is unlikely to happen today?

Irvin

Bianca

Nimrit

The Grade 2’s have been exploring the Makerspace where they have the opportunity to be
imaginative inventors! They have been establishing a creative space at home where they can
use recycled materials to build amazing creations. Take a look at some of the creations from
H19… There is a double decker bus made from egg cartoons and bottle caps, a mini work
station made from cardboard and other materials, and even a turtle toy made from an egg
cartoon, paper and pom poms!

Zack - H25

Tharun

Alicia

Ava

Grade 3 Update
In Grade 3, students have been exploring the Scratch platform and experimenting with the
different coding tools to get their minds thinking about how useful technology can be! Here
some are examples of their wonderful work.

Grade 3 Update

We identified push and pull
forces around our house!

Our Week in
Grade 4!
Ekam K H44

Nehal H47

Sylvia H47

Oviya H47

We conducted a mini
investigation into a closed
question!

Nathan A H44

Isaac M H45

We had lots of fun with
our wellbeing tasks!

We began learning about
chance and probability
scales!

Sienna C H42

Noah H46

More scientific drawings!

Kayden K H49
Mia S H42

We also completed scientific
drawings!
Sandra M H45

Ayden D H44

Krisha S H48

Chantelle T H43

We are looking forward to
another great week next
week, where we will be
starting our personal
inquiries!

Alisha H46
Amar K H48
Yuvan G H43

YEAR 5 UPDATE

This week students in Grade 5 had the opportunity to
investigate a topic or question of their own choice
Here are some examples of how they shared their
inquiry
!

:

Phoebe H34 - How Mountains form

Jada H36 - Sharks

Tomas H35 - Photosynthesis

Alannah H38 - What makes it rain?

Christian H37 - Wrestling

Airen H39 - Volcanoes

Vinuga H40 - Rubik's Cube

Siena M H41 - Social Media Trends

WHAT WILL
YOU
INQUIRE
INTO NEXT
WEEK?

Joshua H56 - Skeletal System

Grade 6 Exhibition
Our Wonderings
Over the last few weeks, Grade 6 have explored the theme of ‘How the World Works’.
We looked at the natural world and its laws, saw how science and technology impacts
the environment and discovered how unique the Earth’s surface really is.
We were even lucky to have a video made by an astrophysicist just for us!
If you would like to watch it, here is the link. https://youtu.be/FscaZPaq8Gs
After these activities we had a few questions that we would love to learn more about.
Here are a few of the great wonderings we have had in grade 6!

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Is there any way we can undo the mistakes that humans have done to effect
the environment? Neha N. – H58
What can we do to stop deforestation? Luca S. – H58
How people can help stop/decrease global warming? Natasha L. – H58
What would happen if we lived on another planet? Kam T. – H58
How has biomechanics evolved over time? - Madison F H51
How did the continents break apart? - Tristan B H51
Will the continents separate even more in the future? Joshua H51
How does Earth’s atmosphere protect it from meteoroids? Maddison S. H52
How does motion analysis work and what was its purpose when It was made?
Swetha A. H57
How are volcanoes made and how do they work? Brent C H53
What is each planet made of? Saba S H53
Does gravity affect the way air pressure works?
Stefan G H50
Why is motion analysis a useful tool to make (video)
games? Tilly M H50
How do waves and rips form in the ocean? Kiara B
H50

